Update from the President
December 17, 2020

Seasons Greetings,

We are continuing to see folks arrive at TR to escape the cold weather. I have received a couple emails that a few Canadian residents plan to fly in since the border is closed. It will be nice see them as well.

The Board met on Tuesday, December 15. We will actually be holding additional meetings to prepare for the Annual General Meeting. The Board always strives to have the packet prepared and ready to mail out by mid-January. This year you will notice a big red stamp on the outside of the envelope and on the ballot that reads: Please return ASAP to meet quorum. It is extremely important to mail in your votes this year due to the pandemic. I have attempted to explain the importance in the TR Times.

We continue to work on policies. Various committees are meeting and working on projects with appropriate individuals within the park. The Nominating Committee will be presenting their results to the Board at the January 5 meeting. Once that has been confirmed, you will receive the information.

The next Radio Forum will be broadcast on January 4, 2021. Please send in your questions to forum@travelersrestresort.com anytime before January 1 to be answered on this broadcast. The forum will play for several days after January 4.

The Sunday Entertainment in the Grove is going well, but we are noticing folks are getting more complacent in their social distancing and mask wearing. Please do not move the benches, wear your masks and keep 6 ft. apart. Fisherman’s Cove in Dade City is experiencing many COVID-19 cases and have had a death. If we get a COVID case in the park, all activities will be suspended. We want everyone to enjoy their time at TR, but you have to do it safely. As the CDC is constantly saying: Wash your Hands, Wear your Mask and Watch your Distance.

Please remember to call the Park Office for anything pertaining to the park or its operation, whether it is an issue or a suggestion. Your concerns can only be resolved if they are reported expeditiously.

All I wish for each one of you and your families is that you remain healthy and safe to enjoy the life you are blessed with.

Merry Christmas from me as well as the rest of the Board.

Callie Zak
President/CEO, Travelers Rest Resort, Inc